China Grove – Doobie Brothers
(Key of E, 144 BPM) – Revised (Beg, Outro: Gtr solo hit) 11/1/11

I  Guitar riff:  (E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)
Add piano, kick, horns: (E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)
All in w/ Guitar Solo: (E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)
  (E)-2X (D A/C# A)…(A)-(A)-hold 2-bars

V1  “When the sun comes up on the sleepy little town…”
[(E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)]-2X
  (C#m7) (B E/B B) (A, A-A#-B) (C7) (drum fill)

C  “Well, you’re talkin’ ‘bout (talkin’ ‘bout) China Grove…”
[(E) (D A/C# A)]-3X (E) (E!
(out on beat 1)

V2 (Same)  “Well, the preacher and the teacher know what…”
C  “Well, you’re talkin’ ‘bout (talkin’ ‘bout) China Grove…”
[(E) (D A/C# A)]-3X (E) (E, G#m, B)

B  “Everyday there’s a new thing comin’, the ways of…”
(C#m7)-2X (F#m7) (C#m7) (C#m7)-2X
  (F#)-3X (F# G#m, B)
(C#m7)-2X (F#m7) (C#m7) (A) (D/A A)
(C, D E)...(E) (C, D E)...(E) (let ring)

Fill  Guitar riff:  (E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)
Add bass, kick: (E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)

Solo-Gtr [(E)-2X (D A/C# A) (E)]-3X
  (E,E,E,E,-E-accent hit on upbeat) (E) (D A/C# A) (E)
  (C#m7) (B E/B B) (A, A-A#-B) (C7) (drum fill)

C  “Well, you’re talkin’ ‘bout (talkin’ ‘bout) China…”
[(E) (D A/C# A)]-3X (E) (E!) (out on beat 1)